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Malachi Salcido The Salcido Connection



 Work together. Seek first to understand, then to be understood. Technology Flashback  Identify Types of Emerging Technologies, Specifically Blockchain Technology What it is and What it is NOT How it works What current problems does this new technology solve?  Understand the positive, personal affect on our lives How transactions are conducted and how information is exchanged Why here, why Our Valley?  Business Fundamentals of Emerging Technology in Chelan County   Discuss our Valley’s responsibility for future Economic Development Review and Respond to PUD Advance Questions Open Q&A Session

Forum Discussion & Goals



Come now, let us reason together….
Agriculture power
 The Internet/communication tool for illegal activity world wide
 Petroleum purchases/ISIS funding
Banking/US Currency/Wall Street

Let us have an open mind…



Let’s have an open mind (VIDEO)



10 years ago…..

Technology Flashback

Today……



Or this…..

Technology Flashback



Self-Driving Cars, Internet Drones, Blockchain Technology…

Identify Types of Emerging Technology



 Shadow currency, black market tool, illegal & illicit activity (drugs), smoke & mirrors, ISIS funding
 Get “Rich Quick” scheme
 Transitory in nature, no local benefit
 No future
 Threatens our power infrastructure

What Blockchain Technology is not!



What is Blockchain Technology?

A digital asset and a payment system, which can also be used as a decentralized secure ledger to store data of any kind.



“How does Blockchain Technology Work?”
 Phone Book: Everyone has had a phone book.
 Pretend: Charter cable has a monopoly.  What could go wrong….
 Charter decides all phone book usage costs $1.
 Wenatchee says, uh, no.
 Wenatchee decides to use existing copies.
 Keep all copies up to date = no Charter needed!

 When someone moves, they update their page, and make 1000 copies.  They hand copies out to friends, who pass copies along, etc.



Phone Books vs. Blockchain

 Blockchain’s invention is the method for keeping that phone book process synchronized (online).  Despite unknown malicious attackers.
 To go further, we need to change the phone book to something more useful. TheTransaction Ledger Book.



Blockchain (The Process)
 Envision, literally, a ledger book of pages and transactions
 Everyone gets a copy (think phone book pages)
 Published every 10 minutes
 Signed transactions

 Verified by the same cryptography used by banks

Bitcoin (The Unit)
 A unit of accounting inside the Blockchain (Think ledger!)

 Instead of sending someone $10.00 Dollars or Euros, you’d send them 10.00 Bitcoins.
 Ranges from 0.00000001 to 21,000,000
 Guaranteed to adhere to the rules defined by the Blockchain ledger
 No meaning outside of the Blockchain ledger
 Like other commodities, its value fluctuates; it is worth what people will pay for it



Historical Currencies
Commodity currencies

 Obsidian (12,000 BC)
 Grain (9000 BC)
 Livestock (9000 BC)
 Metals (4000 BC)
 Seashells (1500 BC)
 Oil (1700’s)
 Rum (1800’s, Australia)
 * Bitcoin (unit of value in ledger)

Currencies
 Metals (4000 BC)

 Coins (1000 BC)
 Touchstones (Metal purity verification, 600 BC)

 Bill of exchange (Written promise-to-pay 118 BC)
 Ledgers (1299)

 Formal accounting (1824)
 Computerized accounting (1970)
 * Blockchain Technology (2009)

 Banknotes ( 700’s AD)
 Government backed Dollars (1609)



“What problem does Blockchain solve?”

“Who’s $100.00 bill is it?”



Centralized Security is Failing Us!



Centralized Security is Failing Us!



LEHMAN
BROTHERS

Centralized Security is Failing Us!



THE 
LONDON 
WHALE 

Centralized Security is Failing Us!



Centralized Security is Failing Us!



Solving Trust
 Trust, historically, relies on bankers or central authorities Previously no other way to resolve disputes I.e., Charter’s hypothetical monopoly on phone books Can’t use a unit of account that can be devalued by any single entity Must function as a commodity Thus, we create something new Blockchain: a decentralized, secure method of conducting transactions



Bitcoin Mining is Blockchain Management
 Bitcoin Mining is crucial to the Blockchain technology
 Bitcoin Mining keeps public ledger copies synchronized

 Ensuring everyone has the most-recently published ledger copy
 Bitcoin Mining prevents bad actors from committing fraud
 Bitcoin Mining prevents corrupted governments or organizations from harming the public ledger or devaluing the currency



Bitcoin Creation
 Bitcoin Mining must cost money (electricity)

 This cost is the very thing that protects against organized attackers
 An attacker must outspend *everyone else combined*

 Bitcoin Miners are rewarded with units of account on the public ledger they spend to maintain
 I.e., Bitcoins.

 This is how *all* Bitcoins were created.
 The original ledger was a single page with a single transaction, creating 50 units.
 Every other page is an addition, creating 50 more units.



NASDAQ
United Kingdom
United Nations
 IBM
 International Trade
R3 Group

Current Real World Uses



 Medical records collocate
 Public and private digital deep storage with access function (i.e. older data)
 Second alternative site backup/redundant back-up data/legacy data
 Data Mining (not Bitcoin mining, social data mining or computational data mining)
 Retool for emerging technology incubation

Additional Data Site Uses



We are not creating or fixing this technology.  We are keeping the advancement and momentum of this emerging technology going.  
By using our…

 Strategic Location
 Ideal Climate
 Abundant Power
 Empty Warehouses
 Fiber Networks
 Quality of Life
 Intellectual Capital Magnet

“Why HERE, Why Our Valley?”

We can become one of the successful Regional Emerging Technology Hubs of the United States!



“What does Emerging Technology Hub mean?”

New Economic Development for Chelan County



 Long-Term Commitment to the Valley
 Tree Top Facility/Making long-term investments
 Creation of Family Wage Jobs
 Attracting Large-Scale International Clients/External Dollars
 Pursue economic impact analysis to assess all sides of this industry.

 Brain Drain i.e. Wenatchee Valley Technical Skills Center

Business Principles of this Emerging Technology



Quincy, WA
Redmond, WA
Boise, ID

Success Stories



 Don’t discriminate based on type of power use.
 Keep rates low, keep them predictable, keep them stable – for all ratepayers.
 When you raise rates, do it gradually; not drastically, as uncertainty will scare away potential business from our county (ex. Grant County; 2% increase this year).
 Identify ways to meet current and projected demand in county for emerging technology, along with other forms of in-county growth (ex. agriculture).  
 Develop a plan to keep a higher percentage of power generation capability on line at all times, in order to maintain external power sales while providing growing power needs in county.
 Infrastructure Needs

Partner with Chelan PUD



 SCI PUD Presentation February 2016
 SCI PUD Presentation December 2015
 Chelan PUD Presentation January 2016
 Douglas County Economic Leadership Roundtable January 2016
 Economic Impact of Data Centers January 2016
 Wenatchee MSA Economic Report January 2016
 Wenatchee MSA LAS November 2015
 McKinsey Report Blockchains in Capital Markets
 Top 12 Largest Bankruptcies in US History
 Blockchain Company Helping Syrian Refugees, Delivering on the UN Vision
 ECB Board Member Blockchain Disruption

 IBM Talks Open Ledger Report
 Why Microsoft has a Waiting List
 Report Urges UK Government to Test Blockchain Tech
 Santander Bank Blockchain Use
 UK Report Beyond Blockchain
 Goldman Sachs Director Comments on Blockchain
 Wenatchee World Articles
 Wenatchee Business Journal Article
 Press Release
 KPQ Interview
 NPR Interview
 KOHO Interview

For further resources please visitwww.salcidoconnection.comClick on News & Updates



Chelan PUD Advance Questions

Q&A Session



 Electrician - Apprentice - $60-70k/yr 3x (wages & benefits)
 Electrician - Journeyman - $80-90k/yr 3x (wages & benefits)
 Technician - Apprentice - $50-70k/yr 3x (wages & benefits)
 Technician - Journeyman - $80-90k/yr 3x (wages & benefits)
 General Construction - $60-80k/yr 6x (wages & benefits)
 Systems integrator Level 1 - $40-60k/yr 1x (wages & benefits)
 Systems Integrator Level 2 - $50-70k/yr 1x (wages & benefits)
 Network Engineer - $50-80k/yr 1x (wages & benefits)
 Site Superintendent $50-70k/yr 1x (wages & benefits)
 Project Manager - $65-80k/yr 1x (wages & benefits)
 Total Payroll: $1,200,000.00 - $1,600,000.00
 Major equipment: $600,000.00
 Materials & Supplies: $750,000.00
 Subcontractors: $400,000.00
 Total 2 MW Tier 0 Dataspace conversion project cost: *$2,950,000.00 - $3,350,000.00
* Notes:
 New Construction adds $2-3MM to project cost
 Does not include app. $6MM in initial server hardware. (Servers and peripheral accessories and networking connections are replaced every 20-30 months, at the current rate of technological development.) These server distributors are interested in our area and can generate sales of $10-25MM annually. There is also a secondary market for used equipment that could generate up to $5MM annually.

Q1: How many jobs would an approximately 2 MW Bitcoin (Blockchain) operation produce in Chelan County? Please detail what kinds of jobs and separate out temporary jobs (such as construction) from permanent jobs (such as operations and maintenance).
Answer-Part A:  2 MW Tier 0 Data Space conversion project (8-12 month duration) produces the following 23 jobs in Chelan County:



 Technician Level 1 - $40-60k/yr 1x (wages & benefits)
 Technician Level 2 - $50-80k/yr 1x (wages & benefits)
 Systems integrator Level 1 - $40-60k/yr 1x (wages & benefits)
 Systems Integrator Level 2 - $50-70k/yr 1x (wages & benefits)
 Electrician - Journeyman - $80-90k/yr 1x (wages & benefits)
 Technician - Journeyman - $80-90k/yr 1x (wages & benefits)
 Network Engineer - $50-80k/yr 1x (wages & benefits)
 Device Programmer $50-70k/yr 1x (wages & benefits)
 Shipping Logistics Support $30-50k/yr 1x (wages & benefits)
 Site Manager - $65-80k/yr 1x (wages & benefits)
 Additional ongoing expenses:
 On-site security – $20-25k/year (independent contractor)
 Additional facilities repair & maintenance - $20-25k/year (independent contractor)
 Additional Electrical support - $40-60k/year (independent contractor)
 Major Repairs – $30-40k/year (independent contractor)
 Lease expenses – $90-120k/year (landlord)
 Utilities expenses (water & power) – *$400k-450k/yr.
* Note: At current electrical rates

Q1: How many jobs would an approximately 2 MW Bitcoin (Blockchain) operation produce in Chelan County? Please detail what kinds of jobs and separate out temporary jobs (such as construction) from permanent jobs (such as operations and maintenance).
Answer-Part B:  2 MW Tier 0 Data Space operation produces the following 10 (increased to 10 with facilities and staff electrician) permanent jobs in Chelan County:



In addition to the data in our presentation, and our answer to Question #1, I would point you to other technology cluster areas, including Quincy, WA. The direct and indirect economic benefit of these HDL loads, including family-wage jobs, is both larger in quantity than was anticipated and farther-reaching than estimated.

Q2: Please describe the future for high density loads in Chelan County that provides sustainable revenues. Please describe this future in the context of what jobs (temporary and permanent) that could be produced in Chelan County?



That depends on their revenue stream and cost structure. HDL loads vary in application and revenue, but they are all businesses. CCPUD needs to continue their long history of low, slow rate growth to ensure both attractiveness to prospective technology industry before they are here and predictability of their rates once they are here.

Q3: We have HDL loads in the county located and operating under different rate classifications paying between 1.97 to 2.78 cents/kWh, on average. What rate can HDL loads pay and remain economically viable?



As we have shared in the past, we are actively engaged in this process in both Chelan and Douglas Counties. We recommend that Chelan learn from Douglas County PUD and customize their solution for your needs. Douglas County crafted a solution that did not create a new HDL rate class, did not impose a drastic rate increase on current HDL users, and effectively accomplished the twin goals of both curtailing expansion to serious/long term applicants only, while putting the cost/risk of infrastructure improvements on to the prospective ratepayer. Specifically, Douglas PUD employed the following measures:
 They charge higher up-front engineering fees, sufficient to cover both the analysis and engineering for the proposed new service, but also the additional infrastructure design needed to mitigate threats to current and projected growth in the area served.
 They charge much higher CIAC or Contribution In Aid of Construction cost to the applicant. They shift the cost of infrastructure improvements to the customer sufficient to support the new load without threatening current or projected District needs.
 They lowered the threshold to 1.5 aMW, with any larger application requiring a power contract.
 They kept the same rate classes, but added potential additional rate triggers to their power contract language in the event of sufficient high demand and associated increased cost to the District.
In short, they shifted the cost and risk to the rate payer without jacking up their electricity rates.

Q4: How should Chelan PUD fairly charge for infrastructure delivery expansion costs that HDL loads place on our system? In this context, there has been substantial concern expressed globally about the future of Bitcoin. How can Chelan PUD be fairly compensated for infrastructure costs that may be abandoned if the Bitcoin business model turns out to be not sustainable?



Our company both mines bitcoin with our own servers and gets paid in bitcoin for our hosting services. The IRS treats bitcoin mined as a commodity, subject to capital gains/losses just like other forms of investment (stocks, bonds, etc.) The capital gains or loss trigger is just like a stock purchased and held; the gains or losses are realized when sold, or in the case of BTC – when converted to USD. Bitcoin received as payment is treated as ordinary income, and recognized at the value on the date of receipt. Once you understand the complete traceability of BTC and the long, patient arm of the IRS – you would be foolish to tax evade in BTC.

Q5: Please explain whether and how Bitcoin transactions pay taxes at any level (federal, state or local)?



I refer you to successful technology development clusters for your real-world results of the spin-off and support industries – not to mention all of the down-stream economic impacts. Emerging technology, if successfully embraced in Chelan County, will have a significant, positive impact on our local economy.

Q6: Some of the Bitcoin supporters suggest that there are more economic advantages other than direct jobs. They say that their operations stimulate more support businesses. Can you describe that economic impact and what type of sustainable support jobs are anticipated?



Open Q & A Session

Q&A Session



Contact Us

Malachi Salcido
The Salcido Connection

509-884-6868 office
509-860-2353 cell

malachi@salcidoconnection.com

Jared Richardson
Co-Owner
Zoomhash

714-599-1974 office/cell
jared@zoomhash.com

Michael Cao
Co-Owner
Zoomhash

626-227-4118 office/cell
mcao@zoomhash.com



Thank you !!!!


